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ABSTRACT
This discussion about voucher. education is based

largely upon the model developed by Christopher Jencks and his
associates. Its major features include: equal tuition grants to all
children; compensatory grants to the disadvantaged child; tuition
maximum equal' to the voucher value in all eligible schools; no
karental supplementation of vouchers permitted; and, seats
apportioned 50 percent by nondiscriminatory standard, 50 percent by
lottery of their applicants. The,advantages of voucher education are
found to include the following: Halting the present situation in
which onlY the rich and.thosa with support from religious
institutions can escape public schools, and in which economic class
separation is made easy. Increasing economic and political power of
individuals *over their children's education. Making possible not only
geographically decentralized schools, but school communities based on
many other shared values. Progiding effective means for preventing
7acial and economic.discrimi.%ation and for insuring the presence of
adequate resources for all school children. Four other advantaged are
given. The disadvantages of voucher education are found to include
the following: voucher education could not prevent the emergence of
voluntarily segregated schools. Voucher education viol!ktes'the
constitutional separation of religion and education. Four other
disadvantages are given. (JM)
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Voucher education is a method for Unancing education by

ftiving to parents vouchers, of a pre.determined value, which

they give to the school where they choose to send their

children. The school then, redeems the voucher for cash.

The use of.vc .chers as a means of financing educatiOn

hardly new. Adam Smith, in 1778, suggested that parent,

be responsible .for the Salary of the local schoolmaster, if

they were, sAttisfieivith his performance. ,Tdm Paine 'worked
4

out a plan for tax rebates to educate the .children of parents

too poor to pay. 2 Almost a century later, John Stuart Mill,

worried about government control of curriculum, suggested

that the best way tor the. state to fulfills its obligation to'

educate the public was to hold all parents legally responsible-

1 for ire education of their own children, underwriting the
0.

expenses of those who could not afford to pay. 3

These notions of voucher educatio did not command great

public attention until the late 1960's, when discontent

with. the performance of the schools, fear of the growing

educational bureauCracy,the recognition of the inequalities

inherent in the present method of financing education through

property tax.revenues, and a feeling that the educational

system had ceased to be responsive to the needs of the children

it served, made those interested in educational reform look

for alternatives outside the present arrangement for providing

public education.
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There are three' major variations on the theme of voucher

education. While many have recently become interested in

vouchers, the three 'models' are the espective proposals of

l) Milton Friedman; ,2) John Coons, Ste hen Sugarman, and

William Clune; and 3) Christopher Jencks and the Center for the

Study of Public Policy (CSPP) .

Milton Friedman's original proposal differed very little from

, that of John Stuart Mill, and included direct parental spend-

ing on education, eliminating the Rovernments-job as tax

collector and administrator of the 'funds. rarents who could

not afford the costs of their children's edue4tion.fkom their

own resources would be aided by the government. Recognizing

that such a program was not politically feasible,. FreidmSn

revisqd his proposal to include a per pupil expenditure voucher

to he granted to parents tor every school age child in the

family. Parents could send their children wherever they

chose, and.could supplement the value of the voucher from their

. own resources,

Such a system, argues Friedman, would widen the choices

available to parents both within the present system and in

the variety of new schools that-would spring u/4 under such

a prograwto compete with the present schools. It would

allow parents to influence school policy through their role

as consumer;' and would, by encouraging coMpetition, force

schools to reform in order to survive in such a competitive

situation:. And, because business interests could. now enter

is
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the market, says Friedman, the delivery of educational services

would'become tore efficient and economical.; In his September 23,
o

1973, article in tha New York Times, he draws. the analogy this

way:

The delivery of groceries is not the same as the
production of hi.gi. equipment. Yet both are
hip,hly efficient and technologically progressive
for the samereason:, They are conducted mostly
hy private enterprise operating in a competitive
,market,. 4

A second voucher education model is that one:propdsed by

Coons, Sucorman, and (flune, three lawyers concerned with the

inequal of.educAtional res-burcet, under the pe3enti

'property-tax funde system of public education. Their-proposal

is a bit more complex than Friedman's. each v,chool in a Ais-

trict.that wanted to be egibre for vouchers would fix its

per pupil expenditure at one of four levels. This might mean:

that k school district mould hAve schools with per pupil expen.

di'tures of $500, $800, 11,000, and $1,500. Parents. would decide

towhich of those schools they wished to send their children,

and then'taxthemselves at a corresponding rate to raise educa-
.

tiO'nal revenues. Thus a' parent wishing to send his child to

the least expensive of the 'schools would tax 'himself at the

lowest rate,. while parents wishinp to send their children t' thf,

most. expensive school would tax themselves at the highest rate..

The cost to the parent would he calculated on a progressive

schedule.. so that even the tax level corresponding to the highest

leVel School would not be beyond the reach of a poor family.

This would have a redistributive effect, with the cost ,to the

6
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affluent sometimes being more than the per pupil expenditure

level of the chosen school, so that the excess could be used to

augment the payment of a poor family whose contribution would

tal short of the per pupil expenditure.

As with Friedman's prnposal, parents would have a choice

of which school was desirable for their children. Unlike'

Friedmanls,proposal, parents would not be permitted to supple.

ment their contribution with personal resources.

This system of vouchers overcomes the problem of.inequal

distribution of educational resources, without forcing parents

to accept a single leVel of education. If the quality of a

child's educatiOn is a. product f the amount-of money 1pent

on it, pe.rents would be free to determine how important` it

was to them to purchase the "best" services available. 5

The third voucher model is one designed by Christopher

.Jencks and the Center for the Study of Public Policy.. This

research group outifnaiseven possible voucher models, and

concluded that what they called the !regulated compensatory

model, was the ost feasible And equitable. In auch a model,

. all parents would receive a voucher for each school age.
*

child !. 1rth the same amount. In the cases of children who

came.from poor families, or who had learning problems, (or

who in one way tr anotheequalified as "di advantage)d"), parents
4

wpuid be given a compensatory supplement jd the value of the

basic voucher to enhande the attractiveness of that child to

schools, and to meet his or her higher educational costs.
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The regulatory aspect of the mo

policies of participabing 'echo

plies to the admissions

n, the ease more students

applied than a school had.p aces, the school could select the

first 50% based on some pre-determined standard that was not

discriminatory. The remaining 50% of the seats would be

apportioned by a lottery among those students not expressly

selected. 6

This model, argues its authors, prevents the possibility

of discriminatory policies in accepting students., and compensates

for children with problems who might otherwise be rejected by

most schools. In addition, like the Friedman.model, new

schools would open to attract students, and force the already .

rating schools to improve in order to survive.

Since voucher education is primarily a way of financing

ipucation, the first question to 14e asked about these three

models, pertains to their economic advantages and disadi/antages.

It may be,immediately noted that only the Coons, Sugarman

and Clune model makes any attempt to talk about the raising

of revenues to finance voucher education, and even there, the

authors did not spe ify.whether an income tax or a property

tax would be -the asis on which a parent would impose on them-

selvesselves the educaikon tax. The absence in the discussions of

froth where' the revenues are to come is due to the nature of

the voucher plans as methods of altributial edudational

resources: .Problems must be vi ed within that framework,

iuleaving to the planners of a v ucher system the design of the

method to raise the necessary revenues.
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The Freidman 'model not--134y---.does_notcompensate for the

probleils of the children olf poor parents, even ignoring the

'Witt of the pNisant system, but his proposal may indeed

also increase the d4isparities,in the per pupil expenlifures

between the children'of poor parents and those of affluent

parents. In a time Wien the property tax has been questioned
4

t

because of the disparities it creates between per pupil,

expenditures in different districts, FrAedmanIs model can

:hardly be considered pOlitically feasible, even in its revised

state..

TheCoons,,Sugarman, and Clune model, while compensating

'for' the differing abilities, of parentd to pay, for education,

still allows the possibility for inequalities to arise through

the option parents have .to determine the quality of theirO
(°-

children's education based on their willingnessito pay. If it

is true, as it has been argued in the past, that parents of

lower income and education place a lower value on education,

the present inequalities could be reproduced if parents were

allo4ed to lot that lower estimation of the value of education

determine where their child went to school.

The Jencks and CSPP model, while it does compensate for

"disadvantaged" children, and attempts to prevent discrimina

tion, has been attacked because it denies the parent the freedom

to choose to. spend, more than the basic amount on' education

in any school eligible for vouchers. It is, however, probably

9
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the mast equitable of the three, and will serve as the model for

the reniainder of this discussion about voucher education. To

reiterate, its major features include:

to

a
.

- equal tuitiol- grants to ill children
compensatory grants to the disadvantaged child
tuition maximum equal to the voucher value in sell

eligible schools
no parental supplementation of vouchers permitted

'. seats appotioned 50% by non-diabriminatory standard,
50% by lottery of other applicants

The EVA

The first step in beginning a voucher program would be

the establishment of the central administrative unit - the
, .

Educational Voucher Agency. The responsibilities of the

EVA would fall into six major catbgories:

a general administration
b) establishing school eligibility .

a) collecting and disseminating information to parents
d) technical assistance
e) districting and transporting
) accountability

a) general administrzitinn

The range of activities which can be classified as general
. ,

adMinistration might include: collecting federal, state, and

local funds with which to pay for the vouchers; setting the

value of the basic voucher grant disbursing funds to schools; tl

managing transportation systems; determining the standard for

the compensatory grant, and the dollar value of that grant; and .

any other general administrative duties not covered in any

other part of the administration.

/44
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b'5 establishing school eligibility requirements'

It is his part of the Educational Voucher.Agencyls

risponsilities which pertain to determining what kinds of

admissions procedures are acceptable in the eligible schools,
A

and whether or not schools meet minirw...m standards to allow

them zo receive voucher funds. 4 is of vital importance

that the.admisiions policies of schools be set in suOh.a

way that they do not discriminate, either Intentionally or

otherwise. For best resultrs, the Educational Voucher Agency

should identify in advance admissions policies which would,

. because of known' factors,,have a discriminatory effect, and

should annually review the admissions policies of the

eligible school's to guard against th possibility of inlAdious

discrimination. Ln addition, adMiss ons policies must deal

not only with the problem ot ;4,tude Selection,'but Aldo with°

transfer and dismissal policies.

Because the schools will b funded through government

.
funds, it is reasonable fcc t e Educational Voucher Agency

1

to insist that certain minimum requirements are met, such

as programs in schools which assure the4 literacy of all students,

enl standards of school:safety. How extensive these minimum

standards are is up to the Educational Voucher Agency, as is the,

task ol ascertaining whether or not eligible schools meet, the

minimum standards. ,

1-)



c) minattng

In ,order. to make informed choices about where to-send

-their children, parents will need two kinds of .information...
.0

The first kind 4111 tell parents > what kinds of general stand-
.

ards the Educational Voucher, Agency recommends parents take

into account in their choice of schools. This is especially

important for parents IA° have never before sent their'ehild.

ren to schools other than tho: provided in the p c system,,

who might othe\rwise be at a disad ntage in choosin wisely

for their chUdren,

The second kind of informatiOn ould deal with the

specific programs offered by the eligible schools. Schools

would ofcourse be able to produce their own information, but

the Educational Voucher Agency also has a respensibility to

see that parents can obtain 'information about the schools

colld by an' impartial agency. The collection of information

different schools could be carried out by the staffabout t

of the EVA, or ould be contracted out to independent informa-

tion collection a encies. The dissemination otthis information

should be accompani d by counseling services available to. aid

parents in their eels time

d) technical aesistan
41,

Under a voucher program, the state department of education's

role in collecting information and guiding curriculum develop-

ment in public schools woad no longer exist. It would be

replapedby the services of the EVA in amassing the name sort

A
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of information, that would be available to schools if they were

to need it. TechniCal assistance of this sort would also he

availahle'to independent groups wishing to establish new

alhoolso.as well as assistance which would instruct them nu

how to meet minimum standards and construct nOndiscriminetnry

. aplmissions policies.

,e) districtins anditransoortina

In order for all, children to have equal opportunities

'o attend the school their parents have chosen, transportation

must.be provided. A lack ,of publicly funded transportation

inisht support de facto segregation by making it more expensive'

'for parents to send children outside the immediate geographic

area. Haw exactly the transportation is to be funded is up

to the Educational Voucher Agency. It might include in the basic

value of the voucher a provision to meet the trahsportation

cost to the chosen school. It might also run its own transpor.

tation system, scheduling the routes after school selections

have been completed.

Even with transportation provided, limits., must still be

set as to.haw far a child may travel to the chosen school.

The drawing of "district" lines which enclose the area in which

a family may select a school must be drawn in such a way that

they do not discriminate against any particular group's ability

to attend the schools it chooses,

13.
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f) usgualkilia

The Educational Voucher Agency must be responsible for

two kinds of accnunrahility: "consumer protection" accounts.

bility, and "miniMum stadacda" accountability.

While part of the accountability function is inherent in

the EVAls ability to collect and disseminate information to

parents about the eligible schools, the EVA must also be

responsible for assuring that,the Individual schools.do not

carry on practices which could. in any way. be interpreted as

defrauding the consumer. This includes strict superviiion

of all school advertising practices to assure the accuracy

of all information given to the 14.ospective customers. In

addition, the EVA must as whether or not schools are spend-

ing more than the determined allowance on advertising, which

might give one school an unfair advantage ovv,inother.

Accountability to parents also itlaudes assuring that

minimum educatibnal and physical standards are met by the

eligible schools. It is not enough for the EVA to set those

minimum, standards and to assume that they will be met; schools

must be inspected and evaluated regularly to assure compliance.

The Schools

Under the voucher programe.eath of the eligible schools

is rlsponsible for the determination of its own program over

the minimum standards. That program may be an emphasis ,on

science, or the arts, or foreign languages. It may also

includp different kinds of teaching techniques .6. individualised

14
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instruction, the open classrOom, or team teaching. Row that

program determined is the' affair of each school, and cm

range from administtative fiat to a jointly determined proaram
. a

witti.parents, teacherso.administrators and outside consultants.

In some cases, parint participati6 in program development

may be part of the school's appeal.

Whatever the program deVelopedt each school is responsible
a

for providing the EVA with a Complete.description of the plan

early enough in the'Springeo that it may review the plan

and be. certain that it meets( minimum standards. Late in.the

Spring, parents will be informed of the available-options

for the following year. Parents will choose schools for

their. children and schools will make their'selections in the early

part of the summer.

Th%se are the'm st'basic minimum requirements for the opera-

tion of a voucher education system. On the state or community

which deCidei to enact voucher education can decide the extent

and the specifics of the final version.

********

There are three major objections raised, against voucher

'education:

a). It would.lead'to.segregation.

b) It violet.s the constitutional separation of religion
and public education.

c) The consumer analogy is inappropriate to education.

Before discussing these objections, the reader should take

-note of the following caveat: It 3s difficult, if not impossible,
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to'compare an ideal mode/ fora new system to an existing

system about which one already knows the range of'human prOblems

possible. Voucher education is 'ail a model, with its full
,;;

,

range of problems :and possibilities yet unknown.

a) VouclaS.0121111M261.111114.1.9 accreaatioas

Voucher education was indeed used in Southern states as

a method of circumventing the 1914 school desegregation

decision by setting up a system of "private" se;regated

schools supported by state funds in the form oftuition

grants. The courts, however, consistently found these

programs to be in violation of. the 14ual Protection ClaUse

of the Fourteenth Amendment. The most important decision
4

in this series of cases was Poindexter v. Louisiana Financial

Ams is tance Commission
98

The case concerned a Louisiana, law

(Act 147) which called for educational tuition grants to be

made direCtly to the parents. To attract entrepreneurs, the

act waived the requirement that'schools eligible for the

grants be non-profit sChools; and sanctioned the beginning

of fteducational co- operatives" or parent initiated schools.,

To circumvent an earlier decision that such schools were

unconstitutional because state money was the predominant

support for the school, Act 147 provided that less than one.

half the school's support could come from the grants 0- the rest

had to come from parents. The judges found that:
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Dicisions on the constitutionality of state
involvement in private discrimination do not'
turn on whether the state aid adds up to 51

Per cent or adds up only to 49 per cent of
the support of the segregated institution.
The criterion is whether the state.is un
sittnificantly involved,in the private die,
crimination as to render the state action 10
violative of the equal protection clause.

Thus voucher schools vet up for the purpose of avoiding the

public schoolewhich were under court orders to desegregate ,

were deemed unconstitutional 4y the courts.

No matter how the Southern state legislatures tried:to

disguise their purpose, the voucher schools in the South were

cliarly intended to maintain segregation. As such, the cases

refer only to the possibility under voucher education that

Schools might be set up with segreption as an end. The problem
4

a]so exists, however, that the admissions policy of a voucher

school, while not intentionally discriminatory, might have

a discriminatory effect. Although the kinds of admissions

policies which might have this effect are as yet unknown

factors, the Supreme Court's position on vhe de facto

segregation that results from the use of place of residence

as an admission requirement when residential patterns are

segregated has been to rule that such policies must be 4;.

changed. It is therefore unlikely that any admissions policy

of a voucher school which clearly led to a segregated student

body would' pass with Court approval.

The third kind of segregation that might result from

voucher education would be a product of independent choice.
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Whites might choose one set of schools, while blaCks might

chbose another. This is the most difficult sort of segregation

to combat because, there is no discriminatory act taking

place, A judicial guidepost here comes from the first= tIt

the. desegregation decisions . Li-own v Board of Tducattol,
11

in which the'court found that:

(On the field of publii-Aillication thc 11(-trine
bf "separate but equal" has no place, separate
educational facilities are inherently unequal

Further, in Griffen v. State Board of Education (Va ) the

court found that any program which encouraged whites to flee

to private schools with ;state financial support tended to

create.segregation.
12.

'Judicial precedentt, however, only show_ how the court

might be expected to react to voucher education schools which

were segregated. They do not in themielves prevent policies

which,might lead to segregation, That would be the task and

the responsibility of the Educational Voucher Agency, both in

the review of the admissions policies.of the eligible schools

and in the establishment of district 'and transportation par terns`..

What neither' the review of Admissions policies or the carcqui

planning of.district and trinsportation,IiAms could not, prevent,

however, would be voluntary segregation,. To tell parents that

they cannot send their child to"one school or that they must

send it to another to achieve.a racial balance goes against the

Very concept of voucher education. 11(5t doing so might very

well-mman the acceptance of segregation. Given the Supreme
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Courts feeling thatv;Ilseparate educational facilities are

inherently unequal", it is even poasible that, were voucher

education to lead to voluntary segregation, that the Court ITOJIht

reject the entire system,

bY Voucher education would violate the constitutional separation.
01 religion and public eduCation.

Despite the amount of argument dev.3ted to this .possible

disadvantage of voucher education, the conclusions about the

viability of a "Voucher 'system that would include sectarian

schools varies from commentator to commentator. Eliminating

sectarian schools from a voucher prOgram would leave the present

public school "monopoly" essentially unchillenged,-as 95% of

the non-public schools in this country are sectarian,
13

Three

major defenses of the inclusion of sectarian schools in a

voucher system have beem advanced.

1) The use of vouchers in sectarian schools does not.

lead to the flestablishment4e.religion",

2) Both theG.I. Bill of Rights and. Social,Security

medical benefits may be used in sectarian institutions,

3) The 'definition of public, private, and sectarian

schools that presently exists would be.changed under

a voucher system, thereby rendering the question

irreleVint,

The phrase "establishment of religion" comes from a

1970 Supreme Court decision on church exemptions from taxes,

which, while dealing with tax exemptions rather than school
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aid, seemed to indicate the Cot rtls position on church-state

separation.

Each value judgment under the Religion clauses
must...turn on whether particular acts in question
are intended to establish or interfere with
religious beliefs &DO practices or have the .

effect of doing so. 44

Using this guidepoitl. several states passed "purchase of

services" laws which allowed, through a variety of mechanisms,

parents to be reimbursed for part of their expenses in sending

their children to sectarian schools, on the rationale tha t

part of the cost of educating the child was for non -sectarian

skills. Voucher adiocates saw the decision to mean that, as

long as vouchers could°not.be. seen to "establish" religion,

they were not in violation of the Religion clauses.

Unfortunately, the decision made in 1970.4as not an

accurate guide. In June of '1973, the Supreme Court Struck.

down New York and Pennsylvania state laws that reimbursed

parents for part of the tuition'paid to non-public schools.

In the Court's opinion, these laws had Dais impermissible

effect of advancing religion."
15 Given the predominance of

Catholic sectarian schools over those run by Protestants or

Jews (not to speak of other religious denominations), the

voucher system-cotildhciattsikad for advancing that one

religion over the others,

The second defense of the inclusion of sectarian schools

in a voucher system is also based on judicial precedent, or..

more accurately, the lack of judicial objection to the use

20
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of G.I. benefits in sectarian colleges and.universities,

both in the pursuit of liberal arts curricula, and in seminary

training.
16

Also mentioned is the use of Social Security

medical benefits in sectariTinstitutions. This occurs

when the government gives the money to' the individual .. who then

chooses the institution in which he will spend the money.

If these uses of government funds are permissible, why not

vouchers?

Looking back to the Court's position on the use of

vouchers to maintain segregated schools in the South, one

must note that the.Court concluded that, when individuals

were merely.the conduits for funds which contributed signifs-

cantly to the maintenance of an institution, theAtate was

involved in the process to the point where it could be held

responsible for the results. it is at this point that Social

Security and G.Iibenefits differ from:voucher benefits.

G.I.gs Social Security. Patients are not the main clientele

of either the sectarian universities or hospitals.

Still, the only Court decisions' bearing directly on

the use of vouchers pertains to their use LA the South to

circumvent desegregation; and it remetps to be seen whether

a voucher 'system whiCh would include_ all school age children

would be considered in the same light.

The third defense 'of the inclusion of sectarian schools

was advanced by Jencks and the CSPP in their report to 0E0

on a propOnsd series of voucher experiments.

.t 21
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Since the nineteent century we have classified
schools as "public" if they were owned and, operated
by a governmental body. We go right on calling
colleges "public" even when they Charge tuition
that many people cannot afford. We also call
academically exclusive high school$,"public"
when they have admissions requirements that only
a handful of students can meet. And we call whole
school systems "public" eventhough they refuse
to give anyone information about what they are
doing, how well they are doing itt and whether
children are getting what their parents wants
Conversely, we have always balled schools "private"
if%they were owned and operated by private orsani.
zstionsa We have: gone on calling these schools
"private" ever) when, as sometimes happens, they
'are open to eery applicant on a non - discriminatory
basis, charge no tuition, and make Whatever'infor-
mation they havevabout themselVes available to
anyone who asks.

Therefore, Jencks and his, associates recommend that we revise
1

our definitions, calUnt; a school figublie if it were open to

everyone on a non-di,,:criwinatory basis, if it charged no
M.

tuikion, and if it provided Juli information about itself to

8
anyone interested.' Any school .not willing 'to comply

would be' labeled "private". Having 'thus redefined public

and private schools, vouchers could be used only at "public"

schools. *

While this redefinition of AMerican schools May at

first sound a bit far-fetched, one should cons icier the orittin

of the separation between public and seetAti.in schools. The

early Americans came from societies, that, if not ruled by

the church, were dominated by the church. Indeed, many came

to escape religious persecution in their mother countries.

The separation of church and state was seen as a protection
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against the re-emergence of a church dominated society. In

the present situation, such .a fear seems perhaps outdated.

In fact, the Canadians, in an attempt to protect religious

freedom, favor the oppositi\aolicy -- they feel all schools

of any religion deserve state support.
19

Perhaps .voucher

education would bring a re-evaluation of the necessity for

the separation of religion and education in modern society.

Whether or not a voucher system that included sectarian

schools would be acceptable to'the public.and the courts

remains to be seen, and the entire issue is much less dear

thaft that involvIng possible segregation resulting from the use

Of vouchers.

c) he consumer analogy is in ro riate.to education.

Both ililton.Fiiedman and the Center for the Study of

Public Policy view voucer educition,as a method pf improving

the quality of schoolingsby removing the public education

system from the present protection it enjoys as a monopoly

and by subjecting it to the competitive pressures of the

market. This'would give parents more choicer/is consumers

of educational services. The schools whose services were

found to.be unsatisfactory would lose their customers unless

they changed their practices. This pressure to satisfy

consumers; according to Friedman and theCSPP, would bring

a degree of accountability presently impossible in the

educational system, forcing schools to reform in order to

survive. This is certainly true to an extenco bUt there are

limitations.

23-
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Imagine a school system composed. of a diverse
collection' of schools run by public authorities,.
private business corporationi, teachers' collec-
tives, parent groups, and community development
corporations. The only parental power...would
reston consumer choice from among whatever options
the schooling "producers" happen to be offering.
...The 'means, of production is not controlled by
the people who must make do-with whet is produced,*
and so it is possible for producers to manipulate
and restrict their offerings for their own purposes.
Under such conditions it is probably wishful think-
ing to say, that parents will have more power over
the nature of schooling or at the schools will .

need-to be more responsive.4u

While this may be an overstatement what might occur under

voucher education;. planners shouid recognize that consumer

choice needs to be defended. Some schools may include

patents in the plinning process as part of their 'appeal, but

in the case of other schools, .the authors oc,a voucher system

may want to include a.requirement of a governing board with

parents included for all voucher schools.

If.there is to be competition with the present public

system from other schools, especially from independently

initiated schools, new schooli must have ,an equal chance in

the competition. Otherwise the freedom to establish alternative

schools may be little more than rhetoric. In an open market,

small new businesses are at a distinct disadvantage when

they seek to compete with large, well .established businesses

that already possess not only the labor, but also the facilitiei

and the experiential knowledge new businesses often lack.

New schools would probably suffer the same way unless given some

kind of additional start-up aid.



What kind ce educational reforms can be expected from

subjecting schools -to market pressUres? Here we must again

look to experience in the market. While its is no'doubttrue

. that in certain cases industrial.r4earch tries to find the

ideal method of solving consumers roblems, it is also tree

that industries spend a good deal og their efforts trying tQ
0,

make products marginally different from those of their

competitors trying.to makeIa product more attractive to

the consumer at tie minimum cost to the producer. How does this

process of marginal reform, likely to be brought about by

voucher education, compete with the present emphasis in
..

educational research on finding the deal solution to educational

problems? While education is an area in which one hesitates

to be satisfied with marginal reforms,.the search for ideal

reforms has been unproductive, for a variety of reasons.

Marginal reforms 'may be preferable to the' few or no ref brms

brought by existing methods.

If industrial research is aimed at the improvement of the

product, market research is aimed at what people will buy and

why. Market competition has raised advertising from the level

of crude propaganda to sophisticated psychological manipulation
4

of the prospective consumer. The Educational Voucher Agency

could regulate advertising to the extent that 'no schoni could

spend more than a given amount on advertising or engage in

fraudulent praCtices. But some. consumers are shrewder. and

'better informed than others, ,and the poor are usually the
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ones that suffer in their lesser ability to discriminate

at among prOducts. It is another of the unanswered questions.

about voucher education whether this inequality in consumer

ability would be reflected in the choice of schools, and if

so, whether it might, be detrimental to the education of the child.

ren of the poor.

Another adv to at Milton Friedman, sees coming from

voucher ucation\is t_1growing efficiency of schools under

mori'business-mindec(leadership.

The delii=y of groceries is not the4same as the
production, of htaili equipment. Yet both are
highly eeffeient and technologically progressive
for the sametsreason: They are conducted mostly
by private enterprise operating in a competitive
market. 21

This may be stretching the analogy too far. Just how much/do

schools resemble businesses? Whilethe technology necessary

'to produce hi-fi parts or to deliver groceries are quite

C.lear.(although improvable) education is burdened with a

"fuZzywtechnology.
22

It is difficult, if not impossible',

to know what combination of factors aid up to learning in any

leI
gi
\
en child. . If a child is not learning, does that mean that

the "teaching machine" is malfunctioning2 Which teaching
.

machine -- the (ieachers or the school? Which teacher? And
ars

how does one "repair" a teacher's performance" Can one

treat teachers liltvf parts. of a machine? What if any variety,

of Social, political or economic factors are evolved haw can

a voucher sclrol be held respirsible for r blew outside #'

the classroom?

21,6

r.
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Private schools are often raised as examples of schools

which\must respond to market pressure in order to survive and

many do survive, and many do provide students with the educe.

tion their parents desire'. This may be less a result of market

competition, however, than of other aspects of the private

schools as they now exist.' Many select students using an

entrance examination,, assuring themsellies an elite student

_:body that is almost assured to succeed. 'Most have classes

half the size of thOse in public schOOls, affording students

at least twice the amount of teachers' attentions. And in some

cases, although fewer than one might expect, parents who pay

directly for the educationof their children (in addition to

supporting public schools through their taxes) are concerned

about the progress of their child enough to take an aCtive

role in the process. This parental concern exists, havaver, in

the _public school population, although it may be more difficult
1

for a family where botIA parents must work to manifest that

concern than for alamily with more leisure time available.

While vouchers should make the parent feel more directly

imvolved in the education of the child, the same limitations

on the parent's ability to act on.thie concern will remain.

.While many questions remain about the appropriateness of

the consumer analogy in voucher 'education, it' is true that

parents would d haveMore choice about where and how to educate'

their children; that new schools wouldispring up to answer unmet

ti

27

4k

1.



needs, and that, for better or worse, any school not succeeding

in "educating" the child (however that is defined and measured)

would los* its customers to the schools that were doing a

better Job.

14**1,A*14

At present., the. opposition to voucher education are.

more outspoken than ara the supporters. Even these supporters

'differ among themselves4aWwhat exactly a voucher program

should be, and what is acceptable to ona is not acceptable to

the other. The final supporting coalition mad no doubt depend

on the specific .plan being advocated. Whatever the plan,. and

the supporting coalition, it would have to lace still. (and

noisy) opposition.

The whole public school establishment (fhe
National Education Association,, the American .

Federation of Teachers, the American Association.
of School Administrators, the National School
Boards Assodiation, and the National Congress
of Parents and Teachers), 00 well as religious
groups (the Baptist. Joint Committee and the °

American Jewish Congress) and secular organize-.

tions (the .American Civil Liberties Union), Are
now formally opposed to vouchers. 23

Voucher edUcation is unacceptable to. some for 'economic

'reasons. Both the Coons, Sugarman and Clune plan and the

Jencks and the CSPP plan are unmistakeable redistributive

policies, and as economist Eli Gtnzberg points.. out,,24

redistributive policies have not been popular in the recent

policies of this country. 'What redistributive efforts were'

able to overcome.this political barrier were cut so as to

make any. real redistributive effect minimal. On the other
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hand, any voucher program which alloWed parents to add to

the original Value of the voucher would lead to differences in

the purchasing power of individual parents and thus to in-

equalities in the distribution of educational resources.'

To add to thista voucher system is likely to be more

expensive than the present system.
25

It would include' the

additional cost of children now attending private and

sectarian school whose parents now pay that expense from

,their 'own pockets. It would include the cost of transporta-

tion sufficient to assure that no child will be unable to attend

the school of his parents' choice because of lack of trans.

portation. It would also include the cost of the massive

regulatory and administrative apparatus of the Education

Voucher Ageitcy, without which the e: tiro system is untenable

to one set of its authors. Says the report of the Center

for the Study of Public Policy, an unregulated voucher

system "could be the most serious setback for the education

of disadvantaged children in the history of the United

States ,H26 With school taxes already an area in which the

taxpayer has demonstrated less than enthusiasm about higher

rates, one would have to build a very strong case for voucher

education to convince taxpayers to shoulder an even greater

'burden.

While the question of inctuding sectarian schools in a

voucher system remains unsettled by the courts, the coalition

opposed to vouchers is the very same coalition that has been
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vigorously opposed to any form of aid to sectarian schools

These peoole would have to be convinced that religion would

not be .advanced or established in violation of the Constitution,

or that any such effect is outweighed by the possible benefits

of a voucher eystem.

The possibilitY of segregation under a voucher system

is another%area which brings.the opposition to its feet.

While a vigilant: regulatory Zducational Voucher System could

possibly prevent discrimination in admissions or transportation

policies that would lead to segregation, there is no way to

prevent voluntary segregation. Ironically, if this voluntary

segregation did no occur, voucher education might lead to

greater integration of the schooluthan under the present

geographically districted system.

By virtue of more income, more political power,
and housing discrimination, middle-class whites

. have succeeded in removing themselves from close
contact with disadvantaged blacks. It is fatuous
to believe that the white community will permit
a voucher system to.operate so as to remove the
barriers that they have so laboriously erected
to protect themselves and their children from
what they consider to be the undesirable behavior
patterns of the disadvantaged. Z8

While these w6res from Eli Ginzberg seem strong, opposition

to desegregation plans is the rule rather than the exception

in recent years, and if voucher education were seen as a

way to desegregate the schools, it is unlikely these same

people would allow it to pass.

Last, but not least, voucher education is unacceptable

to the entire public school establishment. While it is true

30
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that this group has a vested interest in maintaining the public

system as it now exisitsc this is not the only basis for their oppo-

sition. ,Much more important is the" total lack of job security for

school personnel under a voucher 'system. There are many questions

which professional educators would want ansred... Would all educa-

tors now.in unions, continue to be in unions? Would there be one
,

blanket contract for the sameareas now covered or a separate contract

for each individual educational enterprise or school building? Or

should there be a blanket contract for a state as a whole? How would:

job security be dealt with? Would a teacher obtain tenure only with-

in a narrow bargain4ng unit? How for example does Holland, which has

a form of voucher education, deal:with the question of teacher tenure?

If a ichool "went out of business", would the teacher-simply be out

of a job or guaranteed another job by the state or distriCt? If a

school had a teacher whom school management considered ineffective,

could the teacher4ips terminated? If hot, how cqpld the school control

its'own destiny? Yet industrial firms with union contracts, are faced

with similar problems, at least in lower level positions. Would all

teachers receive the same salary for similar education and, experience

or would each bargaining unit negotiate its own waged benefits?

Could that result in a concentration of the best talent in a few schools?

Who would share in the prOfits of a school, stockholders, teachers,

administrators, parents?4 And how, indeed, are schools to make decisiont

about who or what is to blame if the School does not'sticceed in the

market? 31
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A situation could arise where one school would lose stgdelts not b

cause any of its teachers were less than competent, but because another

school might have more cleverly advertised itself. While; teachers are

now perhaps Overprotected, and this makes the process of change monu-

.mentally difficult, it is not hard to understand why teachers and ad-

. ministrators are so firmly opposed to voucher education. They.are a

powerful force of opporiition that voucher advocates must overcome if

voucher education is to be adopted.

Those supporting vouchers are of varied backgiounds and political

leanings, and the differences among them may be as great as the differ-

ences between supporters and opposers of voucher education. The battle

lor political acceptance of voucher education would'be, at the very

least, a difficult struggle,
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Conclusion

Voucher education is not without advantages despite the

number of pOssible complications. Stephen Arons lists the

following:

--Halting the present situation inewhich only the
rich-and those, with support from religiouvivstitu
tions can escape public schools, and in Which
economic and class separation is made easy.

--Shifting the source of initiative for school
reform to families by making. it possible for them
to .exercise more choice.

--Increasing economic and political, power of indi-
viduals over their. childrenls education.

--Making possible notonly geographically decentral
ized schools, but school communities based on many
other shared values.

--Providing. effective means for preventing racial
and economic discrimination and for insuring the
presence of adequate resources for all school
children

--Increasing the diversity of American education
and its ability to experiment by encouraging alterna-
tive schools and breaking dawn the present public
school monopoly.

--Reducing the size of decis ion-making units and
encouraging a less bureaucratic relationship between
school and family.

--Removing the state from determination of educa-
tional policy except as regards absolute minimums
(preventing discrimination, insuring equal resources,
providing basic information, securing minimum educe.
tional standards).

--Supporting the growing movement of community and
free schools. 29

Thus the possible complications or disadvantages of voucher

education must be carefully weighed against the possible

'ben fits which might accrue from the,new system. To reiterate,

33
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these disadvantages are: Voucher education could not prevent

the emergence 1; voluntarily segregated schools.

Voucher edubation violates, the constitutional separation

of religion and education.

Voucher education is based on a consumer analogy that is

now wholly appropriate to education.

Voucher education faces strong opposition from a number

of groupst'making its political'feasibility questionable.
4

Voucher education is not a panacea. Whether%the effects

of a voucher system would ultimately be beneficial or not is

unknown. One thing is certain voucher education would have

drastic effects on a critical area of American life.

34
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Alum Rock

Alum Rock (San Jose), California, is the site of the

only bfficial'voucher education experiment in the. ktited

States. Funded by the Office of EconOmic Opportunity, the

model used is the regulated compensatory model developed

by Jencks and the Centet for the Studyeof Public Policy.

Actt;ally, the Alum Rock program is fla sort of voucher

experiments'.
30

Only public schools are included, and

of the twenty -four public schools in the district, only six

were involved in 1972.73 (the initial year'of the experiment),

and only thirteen in 1973.74. Under the experimental

.design, each. school must submit or offer at least three separate

programs or nminischoole. As it turned out, one of the three

programs in each school concentrated on basic skills.

In the first-year, only 5% of the parents used then. option

to leave their neighborhood schoOls.' That, group grew. to

10% in the second year, and may continue to grow as the ."

experiment continues.
31

Of the $7,000,009 grant, almost half, that amount was

spent on administration and evaluation.
32

While two years

is too little to yeild reliable results in educational

experiments (CSPP suggested five to eight years), one

interesting result unofficially noted is that parentt who

were found to be less knowledgable about their educational

options at the beginning of the'experiment have now learned

35
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4

more about their options enough to change the distribution

of knowledge pattern that existed at the beginninglswith

middle-class whites knowing more than lower-class whites,

who knew more than blacks, who knew more than Chicanos who

spoke Engq.ish, who knew more than Chicanos ,who spoke. only

Spanish. After two years of vouschers, the bottom of this

pattern has begun to rise faster than the top. This could

offset the expected, problem with vouchers that the unequal

distribution. of knowledge would lead to the inequal distribu-

tion of educational resources.

The Alum Rock prograrwhas only begun, and no hard
4

conclusions can yet be drawn. Even when the final conclusions

are in, one must be careful not to confuse the limited

-experimental program in Alum Rock with a state-wide program

with diffeient limits and probably different problems. The

conclusions will provide us with more knowledge than we now

have about how a real voucher system works .. even in a'

_modified form.
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